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Abstract
Frequently, Text Classification is limited by insufficient training data. This problem is addressed by Zero-
Shot Classification through the inclusion of external class definitions and then exploiting the relations
between classes seen during training and unseen classes (Zero-shot). However, it requires a class em-
bedding space capable of accurately representing the semantic relatedness between classes. This work
defines an intrinsic evaluation based on greater-than constraints to provide a better understanding of
this relatedness. The results imply that textual embeddings are able to capture more semantics than
Knowledge Graph embeddings, but combining both modalities yields the best performance.
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1. Introduction
Managing, finding and exploring information from textual data is frequently done by applying
Text Classification. As such classifying texts according to a predefined taxonomy is a key task
in Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval. For example within the scholarly
domain classification supports researchers to retrieve relevant articles for their research by
categorizing huge document collections according to a given schema. In order to achieve
this goal Text Classification requires a certain understanding of the information presented in
natural language texts. Typically, supervised classifiers obtain this understanding by statistically
analyzing features of large training sets. In the last decade, the required amount of task-specific
training data was to some extent reduced by pre-training large language models on the cloze
task or similar self-supervised tasks on large unlabeled corpora. Nevertheless, this still requires
a sufficient number of training examples for each class aside from the taxonomy itself. Moreover,
collecting training data is costly, because human experts have to label each document and,
therefore, this time consuming process is not feasible for many classification tasks. Classes
might follow a long-tail distribution, i.e., there are many classes with only a few examples, or
the taxonomy might get frequently extended by emerging new classes. One way of coping with
insufficient training data is to exploit external knowledge about given classes, mimicking how
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humans learn to classify documents; this is what Zero-shot Text Classification aims to achieve.
More precisely, instead of classifying documents by comparing them to other documents of a
specific class, Zero-shot Classification exploits known relations between classes. Consequently,
it does not require training data for all classes of a taxonomy and makes it possible to predict
classes, which are not seen during training. This is achieved by transferring information from
known classes to classes that are not seen or are not sufficiently represented. Practically, Zero-
shot Classification aligns a class embedding space generated by using external knowledge with
a document embedding space, and uses the interrelation between seen and unseen classes in
their embedding space to obtain a representation for the unseen class in the aligned vector
space. The actual classification is performed by applying a distance metric to find the classes
most similar to the given documents. By definition the performance of such a classifier relies
heavily on the utilized external knowledge of the classes and how it is represented in the class
embedding space.
Many models focus on textual data as external knowledge and uses language models to
create a vector space for these classes [1, 2]. More recently, efforts are made to include explicit
knowledge by utilizing knowledge graphs, such as ConceptNet [3] or DBpedia [4]. However,
improving the state of the art by providing the best suitable external knowledge using the best
suitable embedding model requires a better understanding on how well the considered external
knowledge is actually encoded in the embedding space. Certainly, this understanding is difficult
to obtain by using extrinsic evaluation of the whole model, because these results are heavily
influenced by other factors, e.g., the used document representations as well as the model used
to perform the alignment of both spaces. Consequently, a sound judgment of the usefulness of
the class representations on their own requires a more detailed review. Therefore, this paper
proposes an intrinsic evaluation which investigates the class embedding space independently.
The main requirement of class representations is an accurate encoding of the interrelations
between classes, because these relations are exploited by Zero-shot Classification. It means that
related or similar classes should be represented close to each other and unrelated or dissimilar
classes should be further apart. Based on this intrinsic evaluation the most common external
knowledge sources and the related embedding models are investigated on the example of the
arXiv category taxonomy1. This investigation uses a newly created gold standard which is
made publicly available together with the source code for the detailed investigation of class
representations2. Thereby, this paper aims to facilitate further research into the used external
knowledge for class representations and the applied embedding models and improve Zero-shot
Text Classification.
In summary, the contribution of this work is threefold:
• An evaluation of class embeddings for Zero-shot Classification is proposed.
• A new gold standard based on the arXiv category taxonomy is provided.
• Common class representations are evaluated and insights to obtain better classification
results are discussed.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant related work
in Zero-shot Text Classification and the evaluation of representations. Afterwards, Section 3
1https://arxiv.org/category_taxonomy
2https://github.com/ISE-FIZKarlsruhe/IntrinsicEvaluationOfClassRepresentations
introduces common external knowledge sources and embedding models and describes the
intrinsic evaluation. Section 4 reports and discusses the results of this intrinsic evaluation on
arXiv class representations. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines future directions.
2. Related Work
One of the first works exploring Zero-shot Text Classification is the dataless classification
framework [5]. The authors use Explicit Semantic Analysis as a latent representation for
documents and classes, which avoids the alignment of both spaces. The class representations are
generated based on the class names as external knowledge resource. This research got extended
by considering several neural network based word embeddings, such as Word2Vec [1]. Due to the
omitted alignment step these approaches do not require any training data. Consequently, similar
models are deployed, where no training data is available, like categorizing German archival
documents [6]. Recently, contextualized embedding models are utilized by reformulating the
classification task as a textual entailment problem [2]. This approach continues to represent
classes by only using the class name in combination with large, self-supervised language models
as external knowledge. However, as shown by [7] for Zero-shot Image Classification already a
basic classifier using a linear transformation to align image and GloVe class embeddings can
reach state-of-the-art performance by considering Wikipedia articles as additional external
knowledge for the given classes. Recent studies in Zero-shot Text Classification also extend
their model by including explicit knowledge sources, like Knowledge Graphs (KGs), to generate
suitable class representations. For example, in [3] the ConceptNet KG is used to extract explicit
relations between words. Another work investigates the usage of DBpedia RDF2Vec embeddings
to represent arXiv categories [4]. The authors investigate whether text embedding combined
with KG embeddings would provide better class representations for a Zero-shot Classification.
Regardless of the increased focus on class representations state-of-the-art Zero-shot models
still rely on costly extrinsic evaluations to judge these representations, i.e., the quality of
embedding models is assessed by only considering the performance of the task itself. Thus,
it requires more computational power and is not suited to provide a better understanding
on the representations. Other tasks utilizing embedding models apply intrinsic evaluation
to gain a better understanding of the applied embedding model. Instead of considering the
whole system, these evaluations focus on specific intermediate subtasks. Due to their wide-
spread use especially the semantics of word embeddings is extensively investigated based on
multiple intrinsic evaluations [8]. The most popular are word semantic similarity and the word
analogy task. The word semantic similarity task evaluates the correlation between similarities
of embedding pairs to human labelled semantic similarity. This provides a direct evaluation of
the relations between words. However, the task is quite subjective and depends on the relations
considered for the human labels, e.g. a football and a globe are both spheres and would be
similar if the shape property is most important for the given task. The word analogy task (𝑎 is to
?̂? as 𝑏 is to ?̂?) tries to reduce this influence by considering only a given relation which is defined
by the first pair (𝑎, ?̂?). Unfortunately, it requires a careful selection of word pairs so that the
relation makes sense which increases the labelling effort. After all, both tasks provide a better
understanding of the created embedding space by direct evaluation of semantic relatedness. The
importance of such an understanding is recently highlighted in [9]. The detailed investigation
of KG embeddings by means of clustering and classification experiments raised doubt about the
semantic capabilities of common used models. Nevertheless, the literature describes several
pitfalls of intrinsic evaluation that need to be considered. Most commonly (i) it might fail to
relate intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation [10], (ii) human annotators might introduce biases
based on their background [11], (iii) low inter-annotator agreement [12]. However, intrinsic
evaluation is crucial to understand the models and to know what to improve.
3. Class Representations
Class representations play a vital role for Zero-shot Text Classification. They encode external
knowledge which is exploited to accomplish the classification of unseen or not sufficiently
represented classes. Therefore, the understanding of the relevant external knowledge and the
related embedding models is important. Before discussing how intrinsic evaluation provides
a better understanding of these class representations, the most common models are briefly
presented. Currently, two modalities of external knowledge are considered for the generation of
class representations in Zero-shot Text Classification: textual data and Knowledge Graph-based
data. Both modalities use their own embedding models.
3.1. Textual Representations
Typically, classes are described with natural language text to support the annotation by human
experts as well as provide an easily understandable definition of these classes to the users.
Therefore, this external knowledge is frequently available without any additional effort. Consid-
ering that this data informally defines the classes for the users it ranges from names of common,
well-known classes to more detailed descriptions of specific classes depending on the classifi-
cation task. In addition to these commonly available texts, classes can be linked to resources
providing more background knowledge. If these links are not already part of the taxonomy,
they can be retrieved by manual or (semi-)automatic entity-linking using the available texts.
Even for large taxonomies this additional effort is dwarfed by the task of providing thousands
of training examples for each class. One commonly used external resource is Wikipedia. As
the largest encyclopedia it provides background knowledge for many classes in a broad set of
domains.
The textual data is embedded into a vector space by using pre-trained language models. These
models learn latent representations of words based on a word prediction task. As such they
encode the usage of each word into a vector space. Words that frequently occur in the same
context are represented as similar vectors. Word2Vec [13] is one example of such an embedding
model. It provides two settings. The skip gram setting computes the embedding of a word given
its surrounding context, whereas the CBOW setting computes the embeddings of a context,
given a word. In the Word2Vec model a word is always represented by one single vector. This
poses two challenges. First, a longer text sequence requires additional normalization steps and
secondly, the ambiguity of a word considering the larger context cannot be encoded. Frequently,
the normalization falls back to averaging over all word embeddings. However, especially
for larger texts this results in representations containing less semantics. Both problems are
addressed by contextualized word embeddings such as BERT [14]. BERT uses masked language
models and transformers to predict missing words. Due to its architecture these contextualized
word embeddings provide also context embeddings which can be used as representations for
larger word sequences. The semantics encoded into both models is based on the empirical
usage of the considered words in a training corpus. One special kind of textual embedding
model is the Wikipedia2Vec [15] approach. Instead of learning only word representations
in a similar setting as Word2Vec it jointly learns representations for Wikipedia entities based
on predicting neighbours in the Wikipedia link graph. The link graph connects entities that
are mentioned in the corresponding articles of other entities and thereby provides additional
external knowledge for the representations. Due to the exploited graph structure this is similar
to the second modality which is frequently exploited: Knowledge Graph Representations.
3.2. Knowledge Graph Representations
Instead of implicitly retrieving semantics by considering the statistics of a large corpus, Knowl-
edge Graphs provide explicit semantics by defining entities and relations between those entities.
Providing explicit knowledge enables a more precise definition of the class representations and
thereby improves the understanding. However, only a small number of taxonomies already
maintain suitable references to KGs. This makes the entity-linking step described to retrieve
additional textual data also necessary for KGs. Similar to the considered corpus for textual
representations KG representations depend significantly on which KGs are utilized as external
knowledge source. On one side the large nodes of the Linked Open Data cloud, like DBpedia
or Wikidata, could be utilized or subject-specific KGs which provided more detailed domain
knowledge, but are not available for many domains and tend to contain less knowledge.
The linked entities can be transformed into a low dimensional vector by a wide range of KG
embedding models. In the scope of this paper three KG models are considered. TransE [16]
represents entities of a KG by defining relations of a KG as translations in the embedding space
from the head to the tail of triples. More specifically, given a triple <h,r,t> the model is trained
to build a vector space where 𝑡 ≈ ℎ⊕ 𝑟 holds. The training is performed by corrupting triples
to generate negative samples i.e., the tail (or head) of the triple is substituted by another entity;
the model is optimized to distinguish between corrupted and non-corrupted triples. In doing
so, given a triple <h,r,t> and a corrupted triple <h,r,t’> from the generated embeddings
space, ℎ⊕ 𝑟 should be closer to 𝑡 than 𝑡′. In opposition to that TransR [17] represents entities
and relations in different embedding spaces. The assumption behind this model is that entities
and relations in KGs are different objects and, thus, they need two distinct representations.
Given a triple <h,r,t> the model uses a translation matrix 𝑀𝑟 to move ℎ and 𝑡 from the
entity space to the relation space. The score function used by the model is given in equation
𝑓𝑟(ℎ, 𝑡) = ‖ℎ𝑀𝑟 + 𝑟− 𝑡𝑀𝑟‖22. RDF2Vec [18] is a model which adapts the Word2Vec algorithm
to graph representations. First, it creates sequences of entities and relations by performing
random walks on the graph in order to build sequences that can be used as text sentences. Then,
the skip gram or the CBOW methodologies are applied to build embedding representations of
entities and relations.
3.3. Understanding Representation Spaces
In Zero-shot Text Classification the class representations are mapped into a shared class-
document space to perform the classification by utilizing distance / similarity metrics. This
mapping is learned by aligning the subset of classes with sufficient training data and then applied
to unseen class representations. Consequently, the classification is based on the assumption that
the relevant semantic relations between classes are encoded in the class embedding space. There-
fore, a better understanding of the class representations is provided by evaluating the semantic
relatedness between the classes. The straightforward way of analysing the semantic relatedness
compares the vector similarity between a pair of embeddings to a human assigned label. This is
the same process as for the word semantic similarity task. However, the human labels are highly
subjective for class representations as well and require a detailed description on how specific
relations should be quantified. These problems can be partially circumvented by comparing the
similarity of two pairs. Such an comparison can be defined based on a triple of classes <Anchor,
A, B> and a label indicating if class 𝐴 or class 𝐵 is more similar to the 𝐴𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟 class. The
intrinsic evaluation of an embedding space Θ predicts the label by checking if the constraint
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(Θ(𝐴𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟),Θ(𝐴)) > 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(Θ(𝐴𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟),Θ(𝐵)) is true and
can be analyzed by precision, recall and f-measure in a binary classification setting.
Unfortunately, not all class combinations share some kind of relation among them, making it
necessary to select only triples where such a relation exists at least for one pair. Additionally, in
some cases the semantic similarity could be equal between the pairs. Consequently, the human
labels need to include a third value to identify the cases where it is not possible to decide. The
evaluation can either filter these cases which reduce the available labels but does not require any
additional hyperparameter or introduce a threshold as well as a minimal similarity to predict
this class as well and extend the binary classification setting to a multi-class setting.
4. Evaluation
The presented class representations are evaluated based on the proposed intrinsic evaluation
on the example of the arXiv.org computer science classes. ArXiv manages its many published
scholarly articles by categorizing them according to a taxonomy. Thereby, it represents a typical
multi-class multi-label classification.
4.1. Gold Standard: ArXiv Classes
The arXiv taxonomy provides for all classes a descriptive name and a brief description. Addition-
ally, the arXiv classes are manually mapped to the most suitable DBpedia entity, which enables
retrieving the Wikipedia abstracts as textual description of the given classes. During this step
classes like General Literature and classes without a suitable DBpedia mapping are filtered. This
leaves overall 31 classes. In order to investigate the influence of explicit domain knowledge
the classes are also mapped to AI-KG [19], a KG generated based on scholarly articles from the
computer science domain. An overview of the amount of data available for the arXiv classes is
given in Table 1.
Table 1
Overview of the external data with min, average and max number of tokens for text attributes and
number of triples containing the mapped entity for the KGs.
Attribute Size Example
min; average; max




Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by
machines, as opposed to the natural intelligence displayed
by humans and animals. Leading AI textbooks [...]
DBpedia 5; 1772.5; 7766
dbr:Artificial_intelligence dcterms:subject
dbr:Emerging_technologies . [...]
AI-KG 3; 650.8; 4091 aikg:artificial_intelligence rdf:type aikg-o:Task . [...]
The evaluation utilize mostly pre-trained embeddings models. The textual embeddings use
the skip-gram Word2Vec model3 built on the Google News dataset, the pre-trained BERT model4
built on BookCorpus and the English Wikipedia and finally skip-gram Wikipedia2Vec5. The KG
entities for DBpedia use the models pre-trained for [20] which are online available6. Based on
this code also the relevant AI-KG embeddings are trained. Additionally, the multi-class setting
uses half of the standard derivation of all class similarities as threshold and the 10th percentile
as minimum value.
The gold standard is created by random subsampling all combinations of the 31 arXiv classes
and is manually annotated by 11 experts from the computer science domain. The annotators
were instructed by a brief task description and were provided the available textual data from
arXiv (descriptive name, brief description). Overall the experts labelled 3, 000 triples with 5
votes for each triple. However, the analysis of intra- and inter-annotator agreement indicates
only a small reliability of the whole dataset. The intra-annotator agreement is calculated based
on 20 triples which were labeled twice by every annotator. The Cohen’s 𝜅 coefficient for this
agreement ranges from 0.14 to 0.9 with an average of 0.49. The inter-annotator agreement is
measured by the averaged Cohen’s 𝜅 coefficient of the 5 votes provided for each triple. It is
0.22. The Krippendorff’s 𝛼 coefficient of 0.21 confirms this low reliability. Evidently, random
subsampling includes many controversial triples, where the label depends on minor differences
in the mental model of the individual annotators. In order to create a reliable gold standard
these controversial triples are filtered out. A triple is considered as controversial if more then
one of the votes disagrees with the other votes. After this step the gold standard contains 1, 266
triples with 300 A labels, 354 B labels and 612 triples where no decision was possible.
4.2. Results and Discussion
The results are reported in Table 2. For the binary classification precision, recall and F-measure





because the actual class distribution is arbitrary and by definition precision, recall and F-measure
are equal in the micro setting. However, both classification settings provide similar results. This
indicates that unrelated triples and equally similar pairs are not a special case, which suggests
that binary classification with less hyperparameter is sufficient for the intrinsic evaluation.
Overall, the Wikipedia2Vec embeddings align best with the actual semantic similarities,
followed by Word2Vec generated from names and BERT using Wikipedia abstracts. All KG
embeddings could not reach this performance. Overall, no model is able to reach human-level
performance. However, the human results presented are the average of the same annotations
used for creating the gold standard and due to this biased. Independent labels would be below
these results.
Table 2
Evaluation in terms of Precision, Recall, and F-measure.
Binary Multi-Class
Model Attribute Precision Recall F-measure Micro
F-measure
Word2Vec Name 0.668 0.757 0.709 0.484
Word2Vec Wiki abstract 0.682 0.65 0.666 0.478
BERT Name 0.591 0.593 0.592 0.379
BERT Wiki abstract 0.658 0.727 0.691 0.495
Wikipedia2Vec Wiki entity 0.738 0.74 0.739 0.563
TransR DBpedia 0.548 0.573 0.56 0.415
TransR AI-KG 0.498 0.55 0.523 0.439
TransE DBpedia 0.508 0.513 0.511 0.397
TransE AI-KG 0.501 0.597 0.545 0.42
RDF2Vec DBpedia 0.496 0.573 0.532 0.356
Human Annotator 0.947 0.853 0.881 0.86
The most apparent insight this analysis provides is the difference between both modalities. KG
embeddings in general lack behind textual embeddings. With only small differences between the
embedding models and considering that RDF2Vec exploits a similar methodology as Word2Vec
this can be explained by the smaller amount of training data. Even large KGs like DBpedia only
provide a few thousand triples for each class. A text corpus with significant more mentions of
these classes is able to provide a better semantic model.
However, the comparison between Word2Vec and BERT, where BERT represents the larger
model trained with more data, shows that the model size is not the only relevant factor. Especially,
the BERT model relies on task-specific fine-tuning, which is not possible for unseen classes in
Zero-shot Classification. These results are coherent with the extrinsic evaluation of Word2Vec
and BERT in [2] where a fine-tuned BERT model performs on a similar level as untrained
Word2Vec for unseen classes. Interestingly, the results show the main drawback of a Word2Vec
model, too. If larger texts, like the Wikipedia abstracts, are normalized by basic averaging all
embeddings get more similar and the performance decreases. On the other hand contextualized
models as BERT perform worse without the context.
A less pronounced difference in the results is given between the KG embedding models
and the used KG. TransE returns slightly better results on the domain specific AI-KG, but
TransR performs better on a larger dataset with more heterogeneous relations (DBpedia). That
illustrates that TransE struggles with heterogeneous relations and therefore benefits from more
domain-specific knowledge.
Overall, Wikipedia2Vec as a hybrid model using text and graph embeddings provides the best
semantic relatedness. Such models seem to extract the semantics from large textual corpora and
use the entity relations to emphasis or add important semantic relations. Thereby, it combines
advantages of both modalities.
5. Conclusion
This paper describes an intrinsic evaluation, which provides a better understanding of the
class vector space for Zero-shot Text Classification by checking human defined greater-than
constraints between classes. Therefore, common embeddings models using textual data and
KGs to define classes are generated for the computer science arXiv subset and evaluated with a
created gold standard. This investigation shows that textual embeddings are able to extract more
implicit knowledge compared to the explicit knowledge provide by KGs and that extending
textual embeddings with (Knowledge) Graph-based information is able to capture semantic
relatedness better than single modalities.
This line of research can be extended by an empirical study on the correlation between the
performance of unseen classes and the semantic relatedness to confirm the theoretical argument
for the intrinsic evaluation. Additionally, more embedding models using both modalities should
be evaluated with respect to semantic relatedness. Another ongoing effort is the extension of
the presented dataset considering more triples and a larger pool of domain experts. This way
the intrinsic evaluation of class representations is able to facilitate further research, and thereby
improve Zero-shot Text Classification.
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